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Favorite book: *Beijing Coma*; and *Emperor of Maladies*; Susan Vreeland novels

What resources do you use over at GML? ILL; some of the back journals; occasionally monographs

What is your favorite service that GML offers? ILL

Make your own acronym for GML?
G: Great
M: Material for
L: Loan

Will you write a quick review of GML?
What I love about the Grunigen Medical Library is the fantastic and helpful staff. Providing the ability to borrow items from libraries within the network allows me to access material and books from places or libraries otherwise inconvenient or unobtainable. The staff is helpful in reviewing how to access websites specific to the material I am looking for. They are patient. I also like that you have the hard copies of journals so that the electronic minded students can actually see to whom the articles they rely on is actually targeted.